
Experimental Tests of QCD

1. Test of QCD of in e+e- annihilation

2. Running of the strong coupling constant

3. Study of QCD in deep inelastic scattering

4. Hadron-Hadron collisions

5. Hadron spectroscopy (e.g. penta quark)

6. A new state of hadronic matter

(quark gluon plasma)



1. Test of QCD in e+e- annihilation

Evidence for Color 







Hadronisation & Jets



e+e- environment excellent place to study quark properties (no knowledge of pdfs needed)





Spin of quarks

For e+e- →μ+μ- collisions derived the following form of cross-section:

Angular distribution fits well to describe 2-jet distribution.

Spin of quarks: S=1/2
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Jet production in e+e- (better suited for QCD test than at hadron collider)









Reconstruction/definiton of jets

is ambigious!



Different steps in the evolution of jets
(picture for pp, but the same true for e+e-)
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However higher order loop corrections cancel the tree level divergencies.



Different kind of jet algorithms

Need to make sure that the divergencies cancel for each class of number of events individually.

Otherwise comparison of experiment and theory not well defined.  
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Additional gluon could let the two event look like a one jet event.

Another example of infrared-unsafe algorithm:



SSequential recombination algorithm



Ergebnisse mit Je

Cone Algorithm

stable.



Measurement of Multi-Jet events ≡ Test  of SU(3) of QCD 



Gauge Group Structure and Color Factor

vertex factor ~

Re 

Gell-Mann matrices

(                 is one representation of generators of SU (3))

i,j are colors of the quark

Summing over all possible gluons result in color factor: 



Color Factors relvant for 4-Jet events

(NC sometimes called CA)

CF, CA describe the effective color charge of quarks and gluons.



Test of colour structure == test of IA





Running Coupling Constant

2. Running of the strong coupling constant

scale at which perturbative description of QCD breaks



Running Coupling Constant



Running Coupling Constant
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